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It's another day to expose Peter Alabi @pastorpeealabi of @HoFChurchNG &

@ChristTribe. More victims have reached out to us. Unknown to many, Peter Alabi

is actually an unrepentant serial sexual abuser. We know that he's been lying that

he has repented and that the stories...

... we have put out so far are only with reference to what happened years back. But we can also confirm that he continued to

prey on more victims even after he left Ife in 2016. We also know that Peter Alabi made serious attempts to sleep with some

ladies during the lockdown...

A victim, who was one of those Peter Alabi tried to sleep with during the Covid-19 lockdown has shared with us some of the

chats between her and Peter Alabi, which were initiated by Peter Alabi. According to the victim, when Peter Alabi's

intentions became obvious, she decided...

... to play along and act like she was in concert with him. This eventually made Peter Alabi to reveal his covert intentions to

sleep with her. The chat began on Instagram in March 2020 and continued on WhatsApp till June 2020. We will be sharing

screenshots of the Instagram...

... chats below. Later today, we will share the WhatsApp chats which are more revealing and expository. Please see the

screenshots of the Instagram chats between Peter Alabi (peterayoalabi) and the victim below■■ @oauchristians

@HoFChurchNG @peterayoalabi @funlola_alabi

@PremiumTimesng @MobilePunch @TheNationNews @thecableng @GuardianNigeria @OmoKakafiala @lady_dimpled
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https://t.co/5vBqjRaadN

We are not done with Peter Alabi @pastorpeealabi of @HoFChurchNG @ChristTribe yet. More victims are speaking up and

their voice must be heard!

This is the part 2 (WhatsApp chats) of the conversation that started on Instagram between Peter Alabi ("peterayoalabi" or

"pp") and the victim. Please see below. ■■ @oauchristians @TheGreatestIFE @OmoKakafiala @pastorpeealabi

@EdemaOluwasegun @Oluwa_kaycee @TunjiOgunoye
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